Multiple Choice Vocabulary Questions.

Circle the best available answer for each of the following words:

1) telescope
   a) device for looking at stars
   b) a deep sea animal with eight arms
   c) device for looking at tiny objects
   d) device for making sound louder(bigger)

2) microphone
   a) device for making sound louder(bigger)
   b) remove from the centre to surrounding areas
   c) device for looking at stars
   d) device for looking at tiny objects

3) microscope
   a) device for looking at tiny objects
   b) ship that travels under the ocean
   c) device for looking at stars
   d) a deep sea animal with eight arms

4) submarine
   a) device for looking at stars
   b) a deep sea animal with eight arms
   c) device for making sound louder(bigger)
   d) ship that travels under the ocean

5) decentralize
   a) device for looking at tiny objects
   b) a deep sea animal with eight arms
   c) device for looking at stars
   d) remove from the centre to surrounding areas

6) octopus
   a) device for looking at tiny objects
   b) device for looking at stars
   c) a deep sea animal with eight arms
   d) ship that travels under the ocean
**Answer Key:**

1) **telescope**  
   a) device for looking at stars

2) **microphone**  
   a) device for making sound louder(bigger)

3) **microscope**  
   a) device for looking at tiny objects

4) **submarine**  
   d) ship that travels under the ocean

5) **decentralize**  
   d) remove from the centre to surrounding areas

6) **octopus**  
   c) a deep sea animal with eight arms